
2012/2013 RB Accent--How to add Power Trunk Release 

 

  The RB Accent is a great little car.  Lots of features, with one annoying exception—the lack of a power 

trunk release you can operate from your key FOB.  If you wish to add power trunk release, this 

document shows one way to install it. 

 

Parts Needed:   

Directed 524T 2 wire actuator 

PAC TR7 pulse timer 

Bosch type 12V automotive relay 

Wire    

 

Time estimate: 3 Hours 

 

I set out to allow my factory FOB control the power trunk.  I purchased a PAC TR7 programmable pulse 

generator.  The TR7 is a versatile device which allows programming flexibility to generate an output 

pulse.  Here is the link to the programming instructions for the TR7:  http://www.pac-

audio.com/PACProductData/TR7/1_Instructions/tr-7_instructions_010505.pdf.   

 I set the TR7 up for Feature 14—a number of pulse inputs to a single pulse output.  Using this feature, I 

set the TR7 to provide pulse output when 3 input pulses are detected within 8 seconds.   

 

For the input pulse, I connected the TR7’s negative input to the driver’s door unlock motor output of the 

BCM.  This is the brown wire with orange stripe that is on the BCM B connector—the one furthest away 

from the driver.   I soldered my connections, but you can also use T-Taps, just be sure to use the proper 

size (Red for the BCM wire).    All documentation (including the HMA Service website) indicates that the 

Drivers Door Unlock wire is on BCM Pin B8.  My 2013 GLS Accent has the Drivers Door Unlock wire on 

BCM Pin B1, reversed with the Pink wire for Dome light, which in my vehicle is on BCM pin B8.  The 

colors are correct; however it is worth noting that the wires may not be where the documentation 

indicates.  Always test with a DMM before any connections are made. 

 

 
BCM Location—Above the Gas Pedal 

http://www.pac-audio.com/PACProductData/TR7/1_Instructions/tr-7_instructions_010505.pdf
http://www.pac-audio.com/PACProductData/TR7/1_Instructions/tr-7_instructions_010505.pdf


 
                                                                          BCM Connector Layout 

 

 

The TR7 has both positive and negative outputs, but the positive output does not supply enough current 

to supply the actuator, so I wired the TR7 output to the coil of a 12V relay.  The relay then sends a 12V 

pulse to the actuator in the trunk.  Schematic of the full circuit I used is shown below: 

 

 

 
Schematic Diagram 

 

 

 

To supply the power to the trunk actuator, I ran a wire from the driver’s kick panel to the trunk. To do 

this, I removed the floor trim (just pulls up) and the rubber read door seal (also just pulls up), and used a 

piece of stiff wire to fish the cable from the trunk to the front.   The actuator was mounted in the trunk 

on a strap bracket supplied with the actuator.  Depending on which polarity you set the actuator up for, 

the actuator will either push or pull.  I set up the actuator to pull in when it received the 12V signal from 

the relay driven by the TR7.  A wire was used to hook onto the trunk lock mechanism, just above the 

point where the cable release is.  I used a fairly thin wire to pull in the latch, actually one from a 

sprinkler flag that I had not used; any wire, even a coat hanger wire could be used, but the rod supplied 

with the actuator was just too stiff to easily bend around the latch. 

 

 

 

 

 



Here are a few pictures of the latch removed from the car: 

 

 

 



 
 

I screwed the actuator into the bracket and tested it—it works great!   For those of you that wish to 

hook in your alarm or remote start trunk release, just connect to the relay coil with a (-) ground pulse 

output.  I did this so my trunk will open with either the Key, the driver’s release lever, the factory FOB 

unlocked 3 times within 8 seconds, or my alarm/remote start.   

 

Here are some pictures of the completed install: 

 

 
Wiring Protected through Trunk opening. 

 

 



 
 

Green wire run for power trunk release. 

 

 
 

Ground connection for actuator seen at mounting strap screw. 

 



 
Latch connection  

 

 
 

Actuator seen installed in mounting strap.  Note release wire routing. 

 



 
 

Side view of Actuator Area--Mounting Strap is flush with trunk 

 

 

 
Completed Installation 

 

 

 

--Nismo06 

 


